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A UV-PREION'IZED KrF EXCIMER LASER WITH AN

OUTPUT ENERGY OF 0.42 J
'-.4

Yuan Cailal Shangguan Cheng Ye Chao Dou Airong Lin Yingyi

(Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine~ 74echanics, Academia Sinica)

Abstract: Experimental studies on the high power and high
efficiency UV-preionized KrF (c, =248nm) excimer laser are reported.
The maximum output energy per pulse is over /420 mj. Characteristics
or lasing and fluorescence spectrum for KrF are studied. The effect
of additive Ne gas in the mixture on lasing energy is examined.

The KrF laser is the most representative among inert gas halide

excimer lasers. It has already been reported in the literature that

the output of nearly 400 millijoules was obtained by using the ultra-

violet pre-ionized fast discharge exitation method.[l,2) The actual

maximum output has reached 1 joule. We have constructed a UV-

prelonized apparatus and obtained a maximum Kr-' pulsed output in

excess of 420 millijoules. Th? laser has been in operation for
.4 over a year, proving its function to be stable and reliable.

*1 I

* 1. Experimental Set-up

SI

The experimental set-up and principle are similar to those in
reference [3]. The apparatus is constructed of glass epoxy with an
internal liameter of 84mm and length Q40mm. The electrodes are made
of brass in the Zhang uniform field configuration. The effective
region of discharge is 80x2.lxO.5cm 3. The pre-ionization spark
gap plates are placed symmetrically in a upright direction at a

distance of 3.8 cm from the principle discharge electrode. Each
spark gap consists of 29 gaps, cach of which is made of a nickel
plate of length 27mm, width 5mm and thickness 0.1mm. The separation
between the gaps is lmm. The preionization capacitance is 0.047 ufd.

The LC inverted circuit is used with C1-12 mufd, Cz=25 mufd. The two

Received: February 26, 1981
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low induqtance co-axial spherical gaps are filled with N2 gas at high

pressure. The delay time for tri9ger pulse Is 1 ucec.

The distance between the two ef'ectjng rtliros !.- 106 cm. The

resonance cavity is formed by a totally reflecting dielectric film

mirror of radius of curvature 5m and a flat output plate. The

output plate is made of 2 optically cemented quartz plates. A WF.-C0O

1 meter grating spectrograph is used to photograph the lasing spectrum

and fluorescence spectrum.

2. Results and Discussions

We have studied in detail the relational curves between thp
laser output energy and the mixing ratio of the gaseous mixture, the /5
total pressurethe main discharge potential, the delay time and the
buffer gas. We have also studied the characteristics of the lasing

and fluorescence spectra. Figure 1 shows the relationship between
the laser output energy and the Kr gas content. It can be seen from
the graph that for fixed F2 content at 0.4%; the Kr content is best
at 10-15%. Increasing the Kr content further will reduce the output.
This may be explained from the formation of KrF excimer and quenching
dynamics. There are two main ways to form KrF excimers. One is the
'Harpooing' reaction:

K*+F 2 . KrF+F (1)

"" 2

Kr can easily transfer the extra electrons to F2 to form an ionic
bond. The rate is of the order 109cm3/sec. The other way is 3 body
collision recombination

e'+F2 F-+F (2)
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F-4-Kr + +M* KrF'.M (3)

where X is the buffer gas. It maybe Ee, Ne, Ar, etc. The
reaction rate is also about 10-gcm3sec - I (4). Frcm (3) it can

be seen that when the Kr content increases, the growth of KrF will

also increase. The principle quenching mechani=m of KrF is

KrF*+F2  * Kr43F (4)

KrF*+Kr+M * Kr2F*+M (5)

'..4

44 It

?2,12

Figure 1. Relation between output power arid various Kr iontents.
* Key: 1--output energy (millijoule); 2--percent content of Kr (%).

,*. J

F2 :0.4% , total Fressure: 1 atmosphere

Main discharge pitential: 17 Kv
He is the as

Prelonization potential: 18 Kv.
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From (5),. it may be seen that too much Kr gas content, the 3 body

collision quenching rate will increase. By combining (3) nd (5),

it may be seen that a best Kr content exists. Sinilarly from (1),

(2) and (4), it may also be zeen that a best F2 content alro exists.

When the total pressure is at 3 atmosphere, the main discharge poten-

tial at 50 kilovolts, Kr content at 13%, He content at 51%, Ne content

. at 35.65%, the best F2 content is at 0.35%. Figure 2 and Figure 3

show the relationship between laser output energy and total gas

pressure. Under the experimental conditions as indicated in the

diagrams, it can be seen in Figure 2 that when the main discharge . i
* potential is 42.5- 47 Kv, the laser output energy increases with the

total gas pressure. When the main discharge potential is 32Kv, the
output increases linearly with the total gas pressure. However.,

from 1.6 atmospheres on, saturation is gradually approached and the
" peak value reached, and the output then decreases with the rising /6

, pressure. From Figure 3, we can find (E/P)optimal ' 10 volt/cm. torr.
- Hence, in our apparatus, it may still be possible to increase the

laser output energy by further increasing'the total gas pressure

under the current main discharge potential value of 50 Kv. Figu-e 4

shows the relationship between output laser energy and main discharge

potential at various total gas pressures. When the fixed preionizing

potential is 20 Kv and Fs:Kr:He.0.2%:13%:87rT it may be seen in the

diagram that the laser energy increases almost linearly with the main

discharge potential. After the potential reaches 45 Kv, the rise

gradually diminishes and this increase begins to flatten with the

decrease of the total gas pressure.

Figure 5 shows the relationship of the output lasing energy and

the time delay between the main discharge potential and preionizing

potential. From the diagram, one can see that the delay time between

thi main discharge and preionizatxon is 1 microsecond, the laser output

obtained is the largest. With the increase of the delay time, the

output decreases nearly linearly.

The effect of the buffer gas in the excimer laser is important.

In reference [5), the replacement of He by Ne doubles the laser energy.
In reference (6), the introduction In the gas mixture of 10% Ar and 1%

i "j
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1 lr ure 2. Relationship between output energy and total gas
+ K pressure.
~Key: 1--output energy (mil1ijoule); 2--total gas pressure

(atmosphere).
F 2-0.2%; Kr:13%; He Is the gas; preionizing potential: 20 Kv.
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Fgure 3. Variational relationship between output laser energy
+,. and total gas pressure.

Key: 1--output energy (millijoule); 2--total gas pressure(atmosphere).

Main discharge potential: 32 Kv.
Pre0onizzng potential: 20 yv.
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Figure '. Relationship between output energy and nan discharge
potential at various total gas pressure Fto. 3'tUE is the
buffer ga3.

Key: 1--output energy (millijoule); 2--2.98 atmosphere
2.78 atmosphere
2.6 atmosphere

#'- 2.41 atmos-3here
2.04 atmosphere
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Figure 5. Relation curve between output energy and delay time.

' Key: 1--output energy (millijoule); 2--delay time (microsec).

S. Main discharge potential: 30 .Kv.

Total gas pressure 2.5 atmosphere.

.'.qi.. Fgure 6. Relation between output energy and Ne content.

v Key: 1--.emurgy (arbitrary unit); 2--Ne content U%)j 3-- 19Kv
Total pz~essuwe: 3 atmospheres. 17Kv
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Ne raises the output energy by 20%. We investigated the effect of

.addinZ Ie and N!e of various proportions in the gaseous mixture on the

laser output. The results are shown in Figure 6. From Figure 6, it

can be seen that by adding 50% Ne to the gaseous mxlture, the laser

. output energy may be increased by about 40%. We used a gas mixture

of 0.35%F, 1.4.3Kr 35 6Ne and 51.35501e , a total gas pressure of

3 atmosphere, main discharge potential 51.5 Kv, pre-tonizing potential
21 Kv and obtained a maximum pulsed output energy of 424 millijoule.,]
The efficiency (Eg /-(,+O,) ,) is about 1%. Energy density is

5 Joules/litre. In the experiment, the total reflecting dielectric

film and aluminum film reflectors are found to have apparent laser

damage. The damage on the dielectric film is less than that on the

alu:minum film. This may possibly be due to the absorption of UV

wave length by the film.

We photographed the KrF* fluorescence spectrum and lasing spectrum

with a WPG-100 one meter grating spectrograph, as nhown in Figure 7.

From the diagram, we may see that the width of the fluorescence
o 0

spectrum is 32 A , and the lasing line width 7 A.

In the neighborhood of 249 millimicron, there is an absorption /7

peak in both ihe fluorescence and the lasing spectrum. The central
wavelength of the laser line is 248 millimicron. This is KrF* (B-X)

transition. We have also observed a fluorescence spectrum near
222 millimicron. This is KrP* (D-X) transition. The central wave-

length of the transition Is 221.5 millimicron, and the fluorescence
a

width is 20 A, somewhat different from the KrF* (D-X) transition
wavelength of 220 millimicron as reported In reference [7).
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Figure T. Fluorescence and lasing spectra of KrF.

Fluorescence spectrum - total pressure: 1.5 atmosphere; main
"-" discharge; potential: 16Kv, Slit: 0.3mm; 100 exposures.
~Lasing spectrum - total pressure: 2 atmospheres; main discharge

potential: 35Kv; Slit: 5 micron; 1 exposure.
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